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Tag u n g s b e r ich t .10/1997

MATHEMATISCHE STOCHASTIK

9.3. - 15. 3. 1997

Die Tagung fand statt unter der Leitung der Herren J. Gärtner (Berlin), R. D. GiB
(Utrecht) und E. Manlmen (Heidelberg).

Es trafen sich 50 Wissenschaftler mit Arbeitsgebieten in verschiedensten Teilen der
nlathcmatischen Stochastik. Die heiden am stärksten vertretenen Richtungen waren die
Statistik und die statistische Mechanik. So wurden längere Überblicksvorträge gehalten
einesteils über Anwendungen nicht- und halbparametrischer Schätzer (Comets, Spokoiny,
van der Vaart, Dümbgen, Levit), Schätzer für verrauschte Signale (Beran, Tsybakov) und
Regressionsmodelle (Hallin, Kreiß) und andererseits über/interagierende Partikelsysteme
(Giacomin, Georgii, Grunwald, Landim, Löwe), Systeme von Verzweigungsprozessen (Wa
kolbinger, Klenke) und Markoffsche Zufallsfelder. (Comets, Steif).

Ferner wurden u. a. Resultate vorgestellt in Gebieten wie Spektra zufalliger Matrizen
(Biane, Gine), zufallige Approximation (Dyer, Catoni, Grübel), Folgen schwach abhängiger
Zufallsgrößen (Rio, Doukhan) und Große Abweichungen (Deuschel, Eichelsbacher).

Es wurden acht Haupt- und 25 Kurzvorträge gehalten. Die Athmosphäre war durchweg
allgeft€hm und entspannt. Es wurde als positiv empfunden, daß es neben den Vorträgen
genügend Zeit gab für eine Vielzahl kleinerer Diskussions- und Arbeitsgruppen, in denen
aktnelle Problenle diskutiert wurden.
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HAUPTVORTRÄGE

Introduction to free probability

P. Biane

We gave an introductory talk to the theory developed in the last 15 years by Dan Voi
culescu. We started from the problem of computing the spectrum of the surn of tWQ
Herrnitian matrices knowing the spectrum of each one. When the matrices have a very
large dimension, and are chosen independently and uniformly among matrices having a
specified spectrum, the spectrurn of the surn, with great probability, is determined by the
spectra of each matrix. In order to compute this spectrum (ar more correctly the eropirical
distribution associated to it) one develops a combinatorial method which is based on _
concept of freeness, and ffee convolution. Same explicit formulas can be written, and '"
discussed some results of probabilistic nature related to these concepts, such as free central
limit theorem and fre~ Levy-Khintchine forrnula.

Two questions about statistics of Markov random 6elds

F. Comets

(joint work with M. Janzura)

Parametric and non-parametric estimation for Markov randorn fields meet the phenolne
nom of phase transition, and the breakdown in the centrallimit theorem. We deyelüp here
two questions:

1) Local estimates, as Besag's maximum pseudo-likelihood estimators (say, in the para
metrie case), are in fact asymptotically normal, regardless of phase transition, mllitiplicity
of phases,... This was first shown by Guyon-Künsch in the 2-dimensional Ising model,
hut it was extended later to more general cases. In collahoration with Martin Janzura,
we prove this result holds even if the underlying distribution is not translation invariant;
this requires of course randorn norming, similar to Student-ization. The prüof relies on a
central limit theorem for loeal, conditionally centered randorn fields.

2) Detecting phase transition from a single sampIe (and thereby, checking if centrallimit
holds for general functions ... ). In a 1994 paper I propose to estirnate the rate funetion for

·large deviations using Erdös-Renyi statistics. This method has some important drawbaA
and in a 1997 paper I propose another method, estimating the rate function by compui'tJlllr
the frequencies of deviations of moving averages in a "smalI" window moving inside the
box of observations.

Randomized approximate counting

M.E. Dyer

Most interesting combinatorial counting problems are known to be #P-complete. For
these problems we seek only approximations. The correct notion appears to be randomi
zed cüunting. We are then interested in studying problems possessing "fully polynomial
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randomized approximation schemes" (fpras). There are few general techniques, hut the
most eommon is based on proving rapid convergenee of a Markov chain on the eonfigu
rations. "Ve ,viII review these ideas and give same examples. Proving eonvergenee oecurs
rapidly is usually not easy, and again there are fe,v general methods. We will examine oDe
approach: coupling, and a simple variant "path eoupling" whieh makes the analysis more
eombinatorially tractable in many cases. We eonsider t,vo applications of the method:
lo\v-degree graph colourings and linear extensions of a partial order.

On the heat content of planar regions with a fractal polygonal boundary

F. den Hollander

(joint work with M. van den Berg)

After a general introduction to heat conduction in planar regions, we described the following
problem.

Fix k ~ 3 integer and 0 < s < 1. Let D C IR? be the domain that is obtained by taking
a regular k-gon with sides of unit length, attaching k-gons with sides of length s to the
middles of the outer edges, and proceeding in this way: each time the new generation of
k-gOIlS is a faetor 8 smaller and is attached to the middles of the outer edges of the previous
generation. The set D thus obtained has a fractal polygonal boundary. There exists some
Sk > 0 such that no k-gons overlap if and only if 0 < B :::; Bk·

We study the heat content of D as a function of t, denoted by ED(t), when D initially
has tcnlperature 0 and the boundary is kept at temperature 1. We derive the complete
short-tiInc expansion of ED(t). It turns out that for s :f l/(k - 1) thc expansion has the
fonn

ED(t) = p(logt)tl-~ + At! + Bt + O(e- f ),

where p is a 10g(l/s2)-periodic function, d = log(k - 1)/ log(l/s) is a fractal dimension, A
and Bare constants, and T is an error exponent. For s = l/(k - 1) the t!-term carries
an additionallog(l/t). The proof is based on the Brownian motion representation of the
heat kernel and makes use of techniques where D is locally approximated by regions of a
siolple fornl.

The constants A and B have an interesting geometrie interpretation in terms of the
edges respectively vertices of D. This interpretation is in the spirit of Mark Kae's paper
'Can one hear the shape of a drum?'. It remains an open problem to show that p is
non-constant. This property may be visualized by thinking of a 'heat front' that moves
in fronl the boundary and that has aperiod log(!/82) on a logarithmic time scale due to
the discrete self-similar structure of the boundary of D in combination with the classical
space-time scaling for heat conduction.

The Berry-Esseen theorem for weakly dependent sequences

E. Rio

We extend the proof method of the Berry-Esseen theorem proposed by Bergström to se
quences of weakly dependent randorn variables. In partieular, we show that, for stationary
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sequences of real, bounded randorn variables, the rate of convergence in the central limit
theorem, in Levy distance, is of order n-4 if the sequence (9p)p>o of the uniforrn rnixing
eoefficients satisfies the eondition Lp>o pOp< 00.

Estimation of a function with jumps and image qenoising via
pointwise-adaptive window choice

V. Spokoiny

A new method of nonparametrie estimation is discussed in connection with two specific
problenls: estimating a univariate funetion with discontinuities and image denoising. The
method is based on an adaptive (data-driven) ehoice of an averaging window. It is shown
that this method allows rate-optimal estimation both the underlying function and te
Ioeation of jumps (in the first problem) or Ioeation of the edge (in the second problem). -

Branching populations and their genealogy

A. Wakolbinger

(joint work with D. Dawson and L. Gorostiza)

Dur starting point is the result of Cox and Griffeath (1985) on the occupation time fluc
tuations of branching Brownian partiele systems in dimension d ~ 3. We show how the
normings as weIl as the asymptotic covariance kerneis can be understood frorn the spaee
time correlations of the measure ofa "typical" gen·ealogical tree, and generalize this to
reversible Markovian dynamies. For example f if the Green operator of the rnotion has the
property G2cp < 00, cp nonnegative, bounded with bounded support, then the norming is
the classicaI t 1/ 2 , and the covariance of the limiting'Gaussian fluctuation field is given by
G + ~G2, where the two summands come from the pairs of particles that are resp. are
not related in direct line. The property G2c.p < 00, whieh has a simple interpretation in
terms of mass creation, guarantees a transient behavior of the equilibrium clans of related
individuals. Corresponding results have been obtained for infinite variance branching a.s
weIl as 2-1evel branehing systems; in part, the proofs employ ideas used by Iscoe for I-level
superprocesses.

Likelihood methods in semiparametric models

A. van der Vaart

Statistical inference for parametrie models is based on the log likelihood function. Its point
of maximum is the maximum likelihood estimator, its seeond derivative at this point, the
"observed information", serves as a measure of accuracy, and the difference between the
log likelihood function at its maximum and a fixed point is the log likelihood ratio statistic.
In semiparametric models there is a nuisance parameter next to a parameter of interest.
The main result presented in this talk was that the "profile log likelihood function" now
ean be used in much the same way. This function is defined as follows. First, one carefully
chooses a function of the observations and parameters that is called the "likelihood". This
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may take several forms, ordinary, empirical, penalized, sieved, mixtures of these, aud still
others. Next, the profile likelihood for the parameter of interest is the supremum of the
likelihood over the nuisance parameter. OUf main result is a quadratic expansion of the
profile likelihood function. The coefficient of the linear term is the (random) surn of the
efficient score function at the observations, while the quadratic terms is lead by the efficient
information. This expansion implies all tbe desired results: the normality of mle, the
chisquared distribution of the likelihood ratio statistic, and the consistency of the observed
information. Rather than giving a detailed proof of the expansion, we have discussed two
approaches to proving the asymptotic normality of mies directly. The first is based on the
efficient score equation, and (possibly) a rate theorem for tbe nuisance parameter to verify
a Hno-bias" condition. The second is based on inverting an infinite system of likelihood
equations. The first approach seems unable to handle empirical likelihoods. The second
approach does not have this problem, but requires that the model is parametrized in ae regular manner. Thus, they both appear to be useful.

KURZVORTRÄGE

Modulation versus model selection

R. Beran

For recovering a discrete-time signal from observed signal plus Gaussian white noise, we
compare three procedures: Cp model selection; BIe-style model selection; and modulation.
Each procedure is applied to orthogonally transformed data. The outcome, transformed
back to the original coordinate system, is the signal estimator. In nested snbmodels, the
SIe-style procedures have poor asymptotic maximum risk if the signal-to-noise ratio is
large. By contrast, the asymptotic maximum risk of the Cp-procedure is never more than
twice the Pinsker bound in each submodel. However, monotone modulation estimators
achieve the asymptotic Pinsker bound in each nested submodel.

Stochastic optimization algorithms: speed-np methods

O. Catoni

Markov chains with exponential small transitions depending on a given irreducible rate
function are a general model for stochastic optimization algorithms, known as the genera
lized Metropolis algorithrn in the time homogeneous case and as the generalized simulated
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annealing algorithm in the case when the transitions are decreased as a function of time.
We study the decay of tbe probability of failure with the length of the algorithm and
point out the existence of uniformly nearly optimal temperature sequences for the simu
lated annealing algorithm. We present two other speed-up methods: the iterated energy
transformation algorithm and the partial freezing method, with which it is possible to de
crease further the probability of failure. Eventually, we report some experiments made on
a resource assignment problem, which show that the predictions of this asymptotic study
of the probability of failure are in good agreement with the practical efficiency of these
various algorithms.

On a new weak dependence condition

P.Doukhan

The purpose of this talk is to proposean unifying weak dependence condition.
Mixing sequences, functions of associated or Gaussian sequences, Bernoulli shifts as weH
as models with a Markovian representation are examples oE the models considered. We
establish Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund, Rosenthai and exponential inequalities for general se
quences of centered randorn variables. Inequalities are stated in terms of the decay rate
for the covariance of products of the initial random variables subject to the condition that
the lag of time between both products tends to infinity.
As applications of those nations, we obtain aversion of the functional CLT and an iu
variance principle for the empirical repartition process. The guidelines of this talk are
Doukhan & Portal (1983) and Rio (1993).

Large deviations of the langest increasing subsequence

J.-D. Deuschel

(joint work with O. Zeitouni)

We study the Huctuations, in the large deviation regime, of the langest increasing subse
quences of a random LLd. sampIe on the unit square. In particular, our results yield the
precise upper and lower exponential tails for the length of the langest illcreasing subse
quences of a randorn permutation.

Nonparametrie confidence sets for shape-restricted regression functions

L. Dümbgen

The first part of the talk discusses goodness-of-fit tests for the white noise model. One
observes a stochastic process V of the form dV(t) = Jo(t)dt + n-1

/ 2dW(t), where 10 is an
unknown function, n ~ 1 is a known scale parameter ("sampie size") and W is standard
Brownian motion on [0, I}. For testing "fo = 0" versus "fo =t= 0" a simple Bayes model leads
to a special test statistic T(n1/ 2V). The resulting test turns out to be rate-optimal within
Hölder classes of functions. The corresponding confidence set C(V, a) of aB functions f
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such that T(n l /
2(V - f J}} ~ c(a) has good adaptivity properties if ,ve impose shape

restrictions on /0 such as monotonicity or cODvexity.

This procedure can be imitated in several models such as density estimation or nonpa

rametric regression. For the latter example we propose a confidence set based on signs of

residuals. This approach requires minimal model assumptions hut the computation is very

difficult for large sampie sizes. As a possible way out we propose and illustrate a stochastic

approximation procedure.

Coupling and decoupling in the theory of large deviations

P. Eichelsbacher

(joint work with U. Schmock)

We study large and moderate deviation principles for rn-fold products of empirical measures

and for U-empirical measures, e.g.,

rn fixed, where the underlying i.i.d. random variables (Xi)i take values; in a measurable,

not. necessarily Polish, state space S. The LDP can be formulated on a,'suitable subset of

the set of probability measures endowed with a topology which is stranger than the usual

T-topology, and which make the map v 1--+ f c.p dv continuous even for certain unbounded

c.p taking .values in areal separable Banach space. A special feature of tbe LDP is the non

convexity of the rate function. Applications are improved versions of large and moderate

deviation principles for Banach space valued U-statistics. Furtherrnore, we improve the

Gibhs conditioning principle for interacting ensembles of particles. We can extend Dur

results to certain weakly dependent sequences.

We use a partition dependent coupling to extend Sanov's theorem to triangular arrays,

when S is measurable and the topology on the set of probability measures is the r-topology.

We deduce a LDP for the empirical measures of exchangeable sequences with a measurable

state space.

For a moderate deviation result for products of empirical measures in a scaling bn/n -+ 0

and n/b~ --+ 0, we use an improved version of a Bernstein type inequality for type 2

Banach-space valued U-statistics, which uses a decoupling technique introduced by de Ja

Pefia 92. Ir Jl denotes the common law of the (Xi)ä, we get

with a convex rate
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SK-model with loeal deterministic interaction

G. Giacomin

(joint work with F. Comets and J.L. Lebowitz)

We consider an Ising spin model with both long range random and short range deterministic
interaetions. The long range part is the Sherrington-Kirkpatriek type, while the short range
is chosen to be ferromagnetic. OUf main result is the eentral limit theorem for the free
energy at high temperature. More precisely, denoting by Ex the expectation with respect
to an infinite volume Ising rneasure at temperature 1/K (Kc is the critical value) and by
HJvK the S-K Hamiltonian in a box AN C Zd (d ~ 1), we show that lEK [exp( -ßH~K)J,
divided by its expectation with respeet to the disorder, eonverges weakly to a log-normal
distribution for K < "'c and ß < I/BI" where (J/t is the sum of the square of the correlations
in the Ising model. This result is established also at It = Itc, as long as uniqueness hole
for the Ising measure at the critical point. As eorollaries we derive some results on the free .
energy and on critieal exponents. We use the stochastic analysis technique introduced in
[1J and the main technical estimates arise in studying the overiaps of independent copies
of the Ising model.

[1] F. Comets and J. Neveu (1995) The Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model and stochastic cal
culus: the high temperature case, Comm. Math. Phys. 166:549-564.

Random matrix approximation of spectra of compact iD:tegral operators

E. Gine

Let h : 52 ----+ 1R be asymmetrie measurable function, where (8,5, P) is a probabiiity
space, such that the operator H: L2{P) --+ L2{P) given by Hg(x) = Jh(x,y)g(y)dP(y)
is compact. Let 4Yi, i'E N, be i.i.d. (P) random variables, and let Hn be the ulatrix whose
entries are h(Xi , Xj) if i :I j, zero if i = j, i,j :5 n. (Hn>is a discretization of H obtained
by random sampling.) We show that the i 2 distance between the ordered spectra of H
and Hn tends to zero a.s. Hf Eh2(X1 , X 2 ) < 00 and obtain rates of convergence aod even a
central limit theorem for the difference between the ordered spectra of Hn and H, vie\ved
as points of f.2 or Co, under additional assumptions on h.

Phase transitions in continuum Potts models

H.-O. Georgii

(joint work with O. Häggströrn)

The continuum Potts model is a system of point particles in IRd , d ~ 2, having q ~ 2
distinct types and interacting via an (arbitrarily weak) interspecies repulsion. In addition~

a type-independent background interaction is allowed. For a given density parameter z > 0
and inverse temperature ß > 0, the class of aU possible equilibrium distributions consists
of the associated Gibbs measures.

It is shown that for any ß > 0 aod all z > zo(ß) a phase transition occurs, in that there
exist q translation invariant Gibbs measures which can be distinguished by their type den
sities. This follows from the occurrence of percolation in a random cluster representation
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of the model, \vhich in turn can be established by stochastic comparison ,vith Bernoulli

site-bond percolation on Zd.
For d = 2 and smooth interaction, aU (tempered) Gibbs measures are translation

invariant. It is unknown whether Don-translation-invariant Gibbs measures ean exist in

lligher dimensions (as in lattice systems for d ~ 3).

Richardson extrapolation in computational probability

R. Grübel

Numerical treatment of stochastic models often involves a discretization parameter h >

0; let Jth be the corresponding approximation to the quantity J.lo of interest. If J-Lh ean

be expanded about h = 0 then an extrapolation to tbe limit ean be used to aceelerate

convergence. Examples from queueing and risk theory show that this technique ean orten

be used to eliminate most of tbe discretization errar.

Glauber spin-glass dynamies

M. Grunwald

Spin glass models (Le., a type of disordered lattice spin systems) were introduced in the

theoretieal physicists literature to explain the behaviour of certain diluted magnetic alloys.

Tbe Sherrington-Kirkpatrick (SK) model is amean-field version of a spin glass. In this talk

we study the rate function of the large deviations upper-bound for a Glauber dynamics for

the SK-lnodel (see M.G., PTRF 106, 187~232 (1996)). We show that the rate function has

a unique nünimum, which cau be'described in terms of a self-consistent equation for the

correlation- and the response-function. The uniqueness implies for almost a11 realizations

of the couplings the weak convergence of the law of the empirical measure to the mea

sure concentrated at the minimum. Following an idea of G. Ben Arous and A. Guionnet

(PTRF 1995) we prove - with the help of a replicated system - a randorn propagation

of chaos result, i.e., a weak convergence result of the law of the distribut.ion of the first

k-coordinates to the law of a product of random rneasures.

Local asymptotic normality for lang-memory processes with applications

M. Hallin

(joint work with A. Serroukh and M. Taniguchi)

The IDeal asymptotic normality property is established for a regression model with frae

tional AR]M A(p, d, q) errors. This result allows for solving, in an asymptotically optimal

way, a variety of inference problems in the long-memory context: hypothesis testing, dis

eriminant analysis, rank-based testing, locally asymptotically minimax and adaptive esti

mation, etc. Tbe problem of estimating the lag parameter d in the simple long-memory

model (1- L)d,)(ttt is treated in some detail. Various estimators have been proposed in the

literature. Such estimators, at best, are asymptotically efficient (in the traditional BAN

sense), under Gaussian assumptions. Dur adaptive estimate is uniformly (with respect
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to the underlying innovation density) locally asymptotically minimax (LAM) in the sense
of Fabian and Hannan (1982). The most striking resuit of the study is perhaps that the
lang memory aspects of fractional models da not appear in.the Ioeal asymptotie structure,
which is a classical LAN one, with traditional root-n rates.

Catalytic branching random walks

A. Klenke

(joint work with A. Greven and A. Wakolbinger)

Let (Xdt~O and (yt)t~O be symmetrie random walks on Zd. We eonsider eritical binary
branehing random walks (1]t)t>o and (~t)t>o with underlying motion processes (Xt ) a.
(}t) respectively. While the branching rate of the 1]-particles is identieally equal to 1 •
branching rate of the ~-partieles located at x E Zd at time t is equal to 1]t({x}) (one-way
interaction).

Ir (Xe) is transient, (1Jt) is known to be persistent (no loss of mass in the longtime limit)
and ergodie. Henee the ergodie theorem yields (together with a weil known dichotomy for

spatial branching processes) that (~t) is persistent if (lt) is transient, and (t ~ 0, fdd, if
(yt) is recurrent. -

We eonsider the case where (Xt) is recurrent only for symmetrie Bernoulli randorn
walks on Zd.

In this case T/t ~ 0, fdd, while (~t) is persistent and converges to

(i) a mean 1 Poisson field if d = 1.

(ii) a mixed Poisson field with spatially constant random intensity ( with E{(] = 1 and
Var[(J = 00.

One-dimensional polymer measures

W. König

(joint work with R. van der Hofstad and F. den Hollander)

We introduce polymer measures for one-dimensional simpie randorn walks and BrownA
motion whieh suppress or even Corbid the path's self-intersections until a fixed time. _
describe the lang-time behavior of the endpoint as the length gets large in terms of a
central limit theorem. The asymptotic behavior of the limiting drift and variance as the
self-repellenee strength gets small is deseribed, and a centrallimit theorem for the coupled
limit (lang time and small repulsion) for simple random walk is stated. Depending on the
precise manner of the eoupling of the two parameters, the endpoint admits a scaling which
perfectly interpolates between diffusive aod ballistie behavior.
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Resampling for nonlinear autoregression

J.-P. Kreiß

(joint work with J. Franke, E. Mammen and M.H. Neumann)

Kernel smoothing in nonparametrie autoregressive schemes offers a powerful tool in model
ling time series. In the talk it is shown that tbe bootstrap can be used for estimating the
distribution of kernel smoothers. This can be done by mimicking the stocbastic nature of
the whole process in the bootstrap resampling or by generating a simple regression model.
Consistency of these bootstrap procedures is shown.

For bootstrapping the sup-distance over a compact interval of the loeal polynomial
estimator (LPE), we derive a strong approximation ofLPE in nonparametrie autoregression
and nonparametrie regression. This result suggests to use regression type arguments also
for the situation ofnonparametric autoregression. As an example we consider. a simple wild
bootstrap to construct simultaneous confidence bands for the conditional mean function
in first order nonlinear autoregression.

Relaxation to equilibrium of interacting particle systems in infi~ite volume

C. Landim

Unrier mild assumptions we prove that the decay rate to equilibrium in L 2 of zero range
dynamics on the d dimensional integer lattice is t-dj2 with logarithmic corrections.

Adaptive estimation of infinitely smootb functions

B. Levit

The problem of efficient adaptive non-parametric estimation of an unknown signal is con
sidered in a white noise rnodel, under the assumption that the level of noise is small.

Ascale of classes of infinitely differentiable functions is introduced based on the nation
of fast decreasing Fourier transforms. For any such given class an efficient non-parametric
estimator can be constructed. The problem of adaptive estimation arises when it is apriori
ullknown to which of the c1asses, within a given scale, tbe observed signal actually belangs.

Nation of quasi-parametric and essentially non-parametric subscales is introduced. An
adaptive estinlator will be described having the property of performing optimally for arbi
trary non-parametric scale, subject to the condition of doing weB for any quasi-parametric
scale.
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Non-Gaussian fluctuations in the critical Hopfield model

M. Löwe

(joint work with B. Gentz)

We consider the Hopfield model, Le., the Gibbs measure ~N,ßI{(a) = exp(-ßHN(a))jZN,ß'
where HN(o) = - o~ L:iti L~l (1iojf.ff.j and (1i, f.f are i.i.d. randorn variables on {-I, I}
with P(Oi = 1) = P(f.f = 1) = ~. It is weIl known that ß = 1 is the critical tenlperature
of the model.

We show that at ß = 1 or for ßNeonverging to 1 faster than JN, thc ßleasures

~N,ß,{(mN(a))-l, \vhere mN(a) = (k E[:l ~fai) . . converge in Pcdistribution to
~p.=l,... ,M

a non-Gaussian random measure provided that M does not depend on N. More preciselYA
the limiting measure has got a density w.r.t. M-dimensional Lebesgue measure of the forn"

exp( ~ Lp.<11 'TJP.,II X JJ X II - ~ L JJ <II x~x~ - i2 Ep. xt)/r'7 where 1]jl,1I are i.i.d. Gaussian randorn
variables.

Asymptotic equivalence of density estimation and white noise experiments

M.Low

(joint work with L.D. Brown)

Nussbaum (1996) showed that the density estimation model ~Yl,' .. , "Yn i.i.d. f E :F is
asymptotically equivalent to dX(t) == vi f(t) dt + Jn dW(t), 0 5 t ~ 1, f E :F as lang as

:F C {f : [0, 1] ~ IRj f ~ c, If(Y) - f(x)1 ~ Gly - xf!+6} where 0 > O. The proof given
by Nussbaum relies heavily on empirieal process theory and in particular the Hungarian
construction.

A silnpler praof of the equivalence is given which is more constructive and which helps
make clear why the equivalence holds.

Structure exploration in smoothing and scale space theory from computer
vision

S. Marron

(joint work with P. Chaudhuri)

A useful statistical viewpoint for mode testing, and other types of feature identification,
has been to study families of srnooths indexed by the smoothing parameter. This same
family has been weIl developed as an important model for "computer vision" by computer
scientists, who have carried the mathematics very rar. An overview of these ideas is given,
with an emphasis on the relation to statistics. An application of these ideas, SiZer, is
proposed, which studies SIgnifieant ZERo erossings of the derivative smooths, from ascale
space viewpoint. This gives visual insight into features that are statistically significant at
various levels of resolution.
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ANCOVA under shape restrietions

D. W. Müller

For real-valued Xl,' .• , X n ("covariables"), Yb"" Yn ("responses"), Sb"" Sn ("scores"),
we consider the problem of computing the maximum of

n

(*) C(k) = E Si l[Yi?:k(Xi»)
i=l

over all convex functions k on IRI. A recursive relation is given, and an algorithm based on
it, to compute this value and an optimal k in O(n3 ) steps. For a special choice of scores
(Si E {~, -;!; }) where nl + n2 = n, C· == max C(k) can be interpreted as a g~neralized

(ohe-sided) Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic to test for treatment effect in nonparametrie
analysis of covariance ("ANCOVA"). There it is assumed that response and covariable are
related by an equation

(**) Yi = kO(Xi) +Ei

where Xl,.': ,Xn,Et, ... ,En are independent r.v.'s ·with Ei rv G (if Si = t), Ei rv H (if
Si = -;k). The problem is to test the hypothesis G = H. The influence {unction ko is
assumed to be convex and unknown to the statistician. The relation between the two ~hape

assumptions (in (*) and (**)) is explained in the large sampie situation (nt 1\ n2 -t 00).

On a spatial transformation for a correction of earthquake Ioeation

Y.Ogata

An array of regularly spaced several seismie stations ean estimate the loeation of a distant
earthquake using arrival times at the various stations of seismic waves generated by the
earthquakes. However, the accuracy decreases as the distance to the epicenter of the
earthquake from the array increases. This talk is concerned with the modification of the
estimated loeation by removing its bias which is local'y systematic but globally eomplex,
reflecting the structure of the earth. Spline surfaces are used to model such biases. Then a
Bayesian procedure is earried out not only to tune the smoothness constraints hut also to
seleet the best combination among various sums of squares of differently weighted residuals
and various roughness penalti~s for the smoothing. Using the estimated splines of the
posterior mode, the newly determined epicenter locations are transformed to confirm its
practieal utility. Residual distributions show that Dur procedure improves the modification
by the conventional procedure. A spatial pattern of the residuals reveals some geophysical
charaeteristics.

Phase transitions far Markov randam fields: same results and some questions

J. Steif

Phase transitions for Markov randorn fields can arise from purely combinatorial conside
rations in the context of so-called subshifts of finite type (soft) which are finite sets \vith
a rule as to who can sit next to whoffi. In eertain cases, analogous to the Ising Model,
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the presence of a certain symmetry in the system is necessary for this to oeeilr. The cha
racterization of whieh soft's possess a weighting on the elements which produces aphase
transition when the underlying graph is a tree has been obtained (in a certain sense) by
G. Brightwell and P. Winkler. Extending this to lattices seems to be an interesting pro..;
blem. It is also of interest to know when one randorn field can be coded (as a translation
invariant function of) frorn another randorn field. If one eonsiders codings which are conti
DualiS a.e. (calIed finitary), then there does not exist a finitary code from any Li.d. process
to a Markov randorn field when the latter has a phase transition (meaning it is not the
unique Markov randorn field with its conditional probabilities). It is not known if there
exists a coding from an i.i.d. process to a Markov randorn field in the uniqueness regime
when it is the unique Markov randorn field with its conditional probabilities (e.g., the high
temperature Ising Model).

On signal-to-noise ratio in stochastic regression

H. Tang

(joint work with Q. Yao)

In this talk, we study three different types of estimates for the noise-to-signal ratios in
a general stochastic regression setup. The locally linear and locally quadratic regression
estimators serve as the building blocks in our approach .. Under the assurnption that thc
observations are strictly stationary and absolutely regular, we establish the asymptotic
normality of the estimates, which indicates that the residual-based estimates based on the
locally quadratic regression are to be preferred. The asymptotic theory also paves the
\vay for a fully data-driven undersrnoothing scheme to reduce the biases in estimation.
Numerical examples ,vith both simulated and real data sets are used as illustration.

Asymptotically exact testing of nonparametrie hypotheses

A. B. Tsybakov

The signal-in-Gaussian-white-noise model is studied. We consider the problem of testing
the hypothesis Ho : f == 0 (the signal is absent) against the nonparametrie alternative
H i : f E Ae;, where Ae; is a set of functions on IRl of the form At: = {f E F : cp(f) 2: C'ljJe:}.
Here :F is a Hölder or Sobolev class of functions, <p(f) is the minimax rate oE testin~

c ~ 0 is the asymptotic parameter of the model. The "exact separation constant" C· >
is found, such that a test with given summarized asymptotic errors of first and secon
type is possible for C > C· and is not possible for C < C·. Asymptotically minimax test
statistics are constructed.

Berichterstatter: Walfgang König
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